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Pariser Has a Complete Line of  
Products and Systems For Every Need

91 Michigan Avenue, Paterson, NJ 07503
(800) 370-SOAP x428 or (262) 930-3160 Cell
thush@pariserchem.com   •   www.pariserchem.com

Contact your local Pariser representative Tim Hush for more information.

•  Laundry chemicals —  
industrial, commercial, 
institutional

• Fire restoration

•  Water treatment 
systems — boiler, cooling 
tower, waste water

• Warewashing

•  Dry-cleaning and  
wet-cleaning chemicals

•  Maintenance chemicals
• Janitorial supplies
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President’s Message
Happy New Year!  Have you made personal and/or business 
resolutions?  Are you sticking to your resolution so you have a 
successful 2019 both personally and in business?  Resolutions 
are always easy to break.  However, to be successful in both 
your personal life and business, you need to set goals that can 
be achievable, not easy to break or throw in the towel.

Last year we saw a lot of changes to Wisconsin Fabricare.  Brian 
Swingle retired; the Fitzgerald Golf Outing was rained out (not 
once but several times); our Trade Show was held for only one 
day; we have a new president and secretary/treasurer; and 
we have a new group that replaced Brian Swingle. The staff at 
WAM is great!!

For 2019, I would really like to see more dry cleaners became 
involved at our events.  What can we do to make this happen?  
I remember several years ago board members contacted oth-
er dry cleaners to attend our trade show and silent auction. 
When I placed my calls, I had many of you say, “I can’t attend 
during the week” or “I can’t attend on weekends with kid’s 
sporting events”.  What would be a happy medium to have 
you attend?

Chris Ruditys, Mike Foti, and the rest of the staff at Wisconsin 
Association Management have been a great group to work 
with.  They also have some great ideas we would like to imple-
ment to help our association be successful.  Currently they are 
working on updating our website.  You will be able to register 
for events directly on the website and find out what is hap-
pening within our association.

On May 24th, Friday night, we will once again be attending the 
Brewers Game. This has been a well-attended event over the 
past few years.  We have been located in the Dew Deck where 
your ticket also allows for free food and drink ticket.  Put it on 

your calendar this year and come out and spend the evening with 
us.  It is a great time! And, sometimes, some great baseball too!

In June, we will be hosting the Fitzgerald Golf Outing on Tuesday, 
June 11th.  It will be held at the River Club in Mequon. This is a 
great time to come and golf with fellow dry cleaners and our al-
lied trade members.  You don’t have to be a great golfer, or even a 
golfer at all, to participate.  Also, you are helping out a great cause 
by supporting the Herb Fitzgerald Scholarship.

Our dates for the trade show and silent auction have not been 
determined.  We have not secured a speaker at this time.  How-
ever, if they are half as good as the speaker we had in October, 
you will not want to miss it.  This is a time to get together, mingle, 
and spend some quality time together; learn about new products 
(or even old ones) from the allied trade members; and take home 
some great information that you can implement into your busi-
ness.

The Clean Show is set for June 20th through the 23rd in New Or-
leans.  I attended my first Clean Show two years ago in Las Vegas.  
Money well spent.  There were excellent seminars to attend and 
some evening events sponsored by DLI.  Where else can you go 
and see all the new products under one roof and compare equip-
ment?  If you can, add it to your calendar.  The information to reg-
ister for this event is on the Clean Show website.  

We will keep you posted on our events as dates have been set.  
Again, please feel free to reach out to us if you have any questions 
or suggestions on how our association can be more successful.  
We would love to see you at some, if not all of our events. Stay 
warm!!

Sincerely, 
Ellie Tarnutzer

NEW
Website 
Coming 

Soon!
NEW
A new website should be going 
live in early April. Please keep an 

eye out for an e-mail from
 info@wiscleaners.com.
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We Find Funds. We Clean Up. You Stay Open.®

We’re a full-service environmental consulting 
firm that has cleaned up more dry cleaning 
sites than any other firm in the USA. We’re the 
only firm that focuses on finding the money 
to pay for investigation, cleanup, and legal 
defense. We restore the value of your property 
while protecting you from regulatory and legal 
issues. Call us today.

Turning environmental 
liabilities into assets

     enviroforensics.com  866-888-7911



Text Label Printer
Permanent Clothing 
Label Cartridges 
Eliminate paper tags 

Scanner/barcode
Pre-printed sequentially numbered 
heat seal barcode labels in one 
day, Four sizes with or without 
a side stripe

Heat Seal Presses
You Deserve the Best! 
The Ultimate Heat Seal Machine
  Choose from 3 models, 7 interchangeable   
   lower platens, single or dual heat
        115V or 230V    2 Year Warranty
           Proudly Made in the USA • Built to OSHA Standards

Save Time, Labor and Money 
with EzProducts

Stop Shaking Out Shirts 
Genuine MBH Rope-Ties 
& Zip-Ties
Five Colors available for special handling, finishing or routes

Molly the 
HangerDolly 
Easily store 
and transport 
500 hangers

EzLabelOff 
Removes heat 
sealed labels from 
most fabrics

Toll Free

877.906.1818
www.ezpi.us

A few weeks into the New Year, let’s pause to take stock of a few of the best 
practices of marketing. At a basic level, marketing refers to the way in which 
a business interacts with the public. Customer service (whether it’s in person, 
over the airwaves, or via a different method) falls under marketing, as do ru-
mors shared in person and comments left on internet message boards. In this 
multifaceted and ever shifting environment it’s advisable to remain alert and 
work to stay relevant to young and affluent customers.

Start your efforts by investigating market needs, wants, and demand using one 
on one interviews, email polling, or focus groups. Pay close attention to what 
customers are saying about you on internet review sites (addressing any issues 
as soon as they arise), and brace yourself to adopt new delivery and payment 
options as technology advances. Separating a given market into manageable 

chunks then stepping back to look at the pieces of the pie from afar can be helpful in determining possible niche segments or     
unmet demand.

Find a way to streamline how you interact across the various social media sites (using a paid service, if necessary), and search           
online every six months or so to see if there’s a hot new network you might have missed. Branded content reigns supreme; blogs 
and videos have nearly limitless growth potential and can quickly be disseminated via link to any social media messaging applica-
tion, mobile phone number, or email address.

Best Marketing Practices for 2019
By: John Paul Roggenkamp
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Remind The Community About Your Cleaning Abilities
By John Paul Roggenkamp

As we march once more into the cold, dark months of the northern hemisphere’s coldest 
season, consider sending out a marketing email or snail-mail announcing a discount on 
the drycleaning of bulky items made from a variety of different materials. To get started, 
visit your local community’s official social media page (on whichever online platform it pre-
fers), like or follow it, then post an update or two about all the fine clothing-related services 
your locally owned and operated dry cleaners offers. During these short days packed so full 
of festive hustling and bustling, reminding people that your company excels at cleaning 
all types of bulky winter clothing and comforters. This could be just the type of news they 
need to hear after weeks spent getting their clothes dirty sloshing through muddy streets 
or their linens mussed hosting company from out of town.

After searching for and finding them online, include in an upcoming official blog article or social media update one or more links 
to other articles such as one detailing the advantages of regularly cleaning bedding, or a list of designer clothing care tips (that 
includes drycleaning). Perhaps you could remind people that a surefire way to dampen spirits bright is to ruin a favorite bedspread 
or down-filled coat by untrained individuals trying to clean it using inadequate household equipment. (Aim for sharing articles that 
subtly hint to anyone wavering between wanting to do things themselves and trusting the professionals that the latter will get job 
done right the first time.)

Clean Show Sold to Messe Frankfurt

USA/GERMANY

Messe Frankfurt, the international trade fair, congress and event 
organizer with its own exhibition grounds in Frankfurt am Main, 
Germany, recently finalized a deal with the Clean Show Execu-
tive Committee (CEC) to purchase the Clean Show, the largest 
trade fair for linen, uniform and facility services in the Western 
Hemisphere, according to a news report on the Textile Rental 
Services Association website. As part of the deal, TRSA, the asso-
ciation for the linen, uniform and facility services industry, and 
its four association partners will maintain their close involve-
ment with the biennial Clean Show.

The last Clean Show, held in Las Vegas in June 2017, was named 
one of Trade Show Executive’s 50 Fastest-Growing shows of 
2017. The show was included in all three categories of the 
awards competition: net square feet of exhibit space, number 
of exhibiting companies and total attendance. Clean attracted 
more than 11,000 visitors and 481 exhibitors to Las Vegas in 
2017. The first edition as a part of the Messe Frankfurt portfolio 
of textile-care fairs will be held in New Orleans from June 20-
23, 2019. Future events are planned for Atlanta and Orlando in 
2021 and 2023, respectively.

Messe Frankfurt will organize the Clean Show in cooperation 

with its five former owners, including TRSA. “Based on its suc-
cess organizing international events for the textile-care sector, 
Messe Frankfurt has the expertise and experience, as well as re-
lationships with key exhibiting partners, to ensure the contin-
ued growth and development of the Clean Show,” said Joseph 
Ricci, chairman of the Clean Executive Committee and president 
& CEO of TRSA.

The purchase of the Clean Show will elevate the portfolio of 
trade fairs organized by Messe Frankfurt for linen, uniform and 
facility services businesses. Texcare International has been held 
in Frankfurt am Main, Germany, since 1956. The network has 
expanded to include trade shows in China and the United Arab 
Emirates, as well as conferences in growth markets under the 
heading ‘Texcare Forum.’

Wolfgang Marzin, president and CEO of Messe Frankfurt, said, 
“With the Clean Show, we have purchased America’s biggest 
trade fair for textile care and gained another module for our 
worldwide network of events for the textile-care sector. We now 
hold trade fairs in all major economic regions and offer synergis-
tic effects for both exhibitors and visitors.”

Riddle and Associates, Atlanta, led by industry veteran, John Rid-
dle, will manage the 2019 event on behalf of Messe Frankfurt.
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WFI Brewers Outing Registration Form

Company Name Contact Person

Fax

Address

Phone E-Mail

City/State/Zip

Names of Attendees Registering

1. 2. 3. 

4. 5. 6. 

Invoice Me (available to members of WFI member associations only)
Check: Make payable to WFI and mail it with completed form to the WFI office.
Credit Card: Visa, MasterCard, Discover (circle one) and fax completed form to WFI office (414-464-0850).

Name as shown on card Company

Billing Address City/State/Zip

Signature
Total Amount Due:  $_________________

Credit Card Number Exp. Date 3 Digit Security Code

Please complete & return to WFI office: 11801 W. Silver Spring Dr., Ste 200, Milwaukee, WI 53225 - T: 414-488-1692 
F: 414-464-0850 - Email mike@wamllc.net - sign up  by May 17, 2019.

YES, I would like to Sponsor this Event!
Diamond - $500        Gold - $300        Silver - $150
(��������������������) (Includes one ticket)

Includes:

• Full bu�et featuring: bratwursts smothered in sauerkraut, hot dogs, 
grilled sirloin burgers, chicken tenders, pasta salad, Wisconsin mac & 
cheese, mixed green salad with assorted toppings and dressings, kettle 
chips, assorted cookies, and unlimited soft drinks.
• Each ticket comes with two complimentary beers per adult (Miller 
products including Seasonal Leinenkugel's & Blue Moon).
• Bu�et begins 60 minutes prior to �rst pitch and concludes 2 hours 
after �rst pitch.
• Located above the loge bleachers in right �eld.
• Private bar and restrooms.
• Flat screen high de�nition TVs.
• Assigned seating -- with plenty of space to mingle at the landing 
above the seats.

VS

BASEBALL
OUTING

@��������

�����������������������

Limited Number of Tickets Available - REGISTER TODAY!



Do you have environmental 
contamination?

"The people at EnviroForensics have done 
everything that they said they would do and 
more. The team at EnviroForensics pulled 
together my historical insurance information and 
worked with me to develop a strategy to use 
those old policies to pay for the investigation 
and remediations of the environmental impacts 
on all three of my dry cleaning sites. It sounded 
too good to be true, but true to their word I 
have spent very little out-of-pocket and my dry 
cleaners are on the way to being contaminant 
free properties."

- Dan Martino, Sr.
Martino's Master Drycleaner

"The team at EnviroForensics has been very 
helpful. Their in house Insurance Archeologist 
assisted us in fi nding and compiling the 
historical insurance assets of Klinke Cleaners. 
EnviroForensics worked with us to formulate 
a plan and they were able to take our old 
General Liability Policies and make claims 
on our behalf to the insurance companies. 
EnviroForensics was able to engage 
our insurance carriers and are now our 
environmental consultant...They interface for us, 
with the insurance carriers, the attorneys and the 
state reugulators so we can spend our time and 
energy running our business."

- Steve Klinke
Klinke Cleaners

�����������������

We’ve cleaned up more dry cleaning sites than any other environmental fi rm in the USA. We’re the leader in 
applying old insurance policies to pay for the investigation and remediation of contamination and legal fees. 
Here's what some of our clients have to say.

“The strategy [EnviroForensics] presented gave 
me confi dence to take the steps to investigate 
and clean up the PERC contamination that 
would otherwise devalue my business. I am 
doing it now rather than waiting until I want 
to sell or leaving an unpleasant legacy for my 
family… I like being in the driver’s seat and I am 
responsible for making my community a better 
place to live.”

- Vince Henderson
Wolford Cleaners

“I would encourage every one of my peers to 
face this problem head on, and the sooner the 
better. It is a long process and thinking that you 
can put it off until you want to retire or sell is 
only putting yourself that much further behind in 
achieving those goals.  The time is right to do it 
now.”

– Gary Maloney, 
Nu-Yale Cleaners

     enviroforensics.com            262-290-4001              N16 W23390 Stone Ridge Dr., Suite G, Waukesha, WI 53188 
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Fear, Hope and Determination: A Tale of Two Dry Cleaners
Manage your environmental issues, don’t let them manage you.

I’m thrilled to be launching a 
new series of The Environmental 
Corner this year. My predecessor 
and mentor, Steve Henshaw, has 
been a long-time contributor to 
the Cleaner and Launderer and has 
been advising our friends in the dry 
cleaning industry on environmental 
contamination and insurance 
matters for decades. A lot has 
changed through the years since 
Steve’s first article in 2008, but the 
fact remains that environmental 
issues related to past dry cleaning 
practices continue to cause 
headaches and heartaches for many 
hardworking business owners in 
this business. There is good cause 
for hope, however, since the tools 
exist that can help the ambitious 
dry cleaner put these concerns 
behind them. We’ll be exploring 
those tools together this year, and 
we’ll be discussing environmentally 
related topics that impact your 
operations, your financial bottom 
line and potentially your retirement 
plans.

The Fear is Real: Perc 
Contamination
The evolution of environmental 
laws and regulations over the 
past few decades have resulted in 
the reality that operators of dry 
cleaners, owners of property where 
dry cleaning has occurred, and 
chemical suppliers or waste haulers 
can all be held responsible for an 
identified release of solvents to the 
ground, no matter how long ago it 
happened. This fact can strike fear 
into the hearts of even the boldest 
of people, and that is certainly 
a reasonable reaction given the 
potentially large costs that can 
be associated with environmental 
cleanups.

Fear has its place in the world, 
that’s for sure. It’s one of the most 
effective feelings for survival in 
nature, such as when a gazelle 
fears a lion at a watering hole and 
runs away to live another day. The 
problem is that someday the gazelle 
needs to drink to survive. When 
that day finally comes, it surrounds 
itself in the safety of the rest of the 
herd, keeps its eyes wide open, and 
goes and gets that drink of water.

I’ve worked with hundreds of dry 
cleaners when the time has come 
to approach their environmental 
concerns, and I’ve seen the reasons 
why they made the decision to 
do so. Sometimes they’ve been 
gathering their friends and allies to 
approach the watering hole with 
the best possible outcome in mind, 
and sometimes they’ve already 
been in the lion’s jaws. In either 
scenario, or any other situation 
in-between, fear must quickly 
turn to ambition to achieve the 
desired survival outcome. Let’s use 
a couple of real-world examples to 
demonstrate this point.

Case #1 – Proactively Managing 
Environmental Contamination
We have a client who came 
to us and was interested in 
addressing their fear that past dry 
cleaning operations had caused 
a contamination problem at their 
property. Let’s call them Happy 
Cleaners. The business had owned 
the property since the 1960s, 
and they had operated a Perc 
plant until the early 2000s, when 
they switched to a hydrocarbon 
solvent. Business was going well, 
so they wanted to take out a loan 
to expand operations, using the 
property as collateral.

Fact: When a property is used as 
collateral for a commercial loan, the 
lending institution requires that a 
Phase I environmental assessment be 
performed, and if the property has a 
history of dry cleaning operations, a 
Phase II subsurface investigation will 
also be required that includes below 
ground sampling. If contamination is 
identified during this process, lenders 
will most likely not allow the property 
to be used as collateral due to a 
presumed reduction in property value 
and the potential that environmental 
liability could transfer to the lender if 
a worse-case loan default situation 
were to arise.

Happy Cleaners understood these 
facts and they wanted to find out if 
contamination existed before they 
approached their lender so that if a 
problem existed, they could address 
the issue and get a regulatory 
closure before they approached 
their lender. This showed ambitious 
planning by our client, because if 
they had rolled the dice with the 
question of contamination, they 
could have wasted a lot of time 
and money dealing with the lender 
prematurely and potentially upset 
their business relationship, if things 
didn’t turn out well.

Happy Cleaners also had fears about 
how they were going to pay for the 
environmental contamination issue 
if one was identified.

Fact: Environmental cleanup costs for 
subsurface releases of Perc can range 
from a few hundred thousand dollars 
to tens of millions of dollars in some 
cases. In my experience, the average 
cost of cleaning up Perc releases from 
an older dry cleaning operation is 
around 1.25 to 1.5 million dollars. 
These numbers are definitely scary.

Written by Jeff Carnahan, LPG, President, EnviroForensics
As seen in the January 2019 issue of Cleaner & Launderer
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Fortunately, we were able to 
consult with Happy Cleaners and 
we were able to reconstruct their 
past general liability insurance 
coverage portfolio, which was 
worth more than 20 million dollars 
in coverage that could be used to 
pay for any environmental issues 
that may be discovered during 
due diligence. This again showed 
great planning on their part, since 
they were getting all their ducks 
in a row by getting their insurance 
assets lined up in advance of 
performing any investigation. So 
far, Happy Cleaners was taking 
control of their environmental fears 
and ambitiously managing their 
concerns.

With a solid plan in place, along 
with a healthy portfolio of known 
insurance assets lined up, Happy 
Cleaners performed some limited 
subsurface sampling to determine 
if a release of Perc had occurred at 
the property at some point in the 
past. True to expectations, Perc 
was identified in soil, groundwater 
and soil gas samples collected 
from the property and an adjacent 
property owned by others. The 
state environmental regulatory 
agency was notified of the problem, 
and the investigation process 
was started. I’ll spare you the 
gory details of the environmental 
investigation process for now, 
but after a little more than a 
year, Happy Cleaners was able to 
estimate the cost of future cleanup, 
verify that their insurance assets 
were adequate to cover the cost, 
and approach their lender about 
the loan. Once a remediation work 
plan had been approved by the 
regulatory agency, the loan was 
closed and Happy Cleaners was able 
to perform their expansion.

In the case of Happy Cleaners, 
they approached their fear of 
environmental contamination in an 
ambitious and calculated manner. 
They were fortunate in that they 

were in control of the process the 
entire time. Not everyone has that 
opportunity, like my second client 
example who we will call Scrappy 
Cleaners.

Case #2 – Don’t Let Environmental 
Contamination Manage You
Due to a series of hard knocks, 
Scrappy Cleaners was in the process 
of winding down their business. 
They had a thriving business back 
in the early 1980s when they 
opened, but they had been trying 
for years to sell their operations. 
Finally, they had decided just 
to close shop. During this time, 
however, an adjacent commercial 
property was undergoing a re-
financing process and a Phase 
I and Phase II environmental 
site assessment identified Perc 
contamination. The source of 
the Perc appeared to be Scrappy 
Cleaners, and it had migrated 
to the adjacent property in soil 
and groundwater. The adjacent 
property owner notified the state 
regulatory agency of the issue, 
who in turn sent a letter to Scrappy 
Cleaners demanding that the 
contamination be investigated and 
cleaned up. The adjacent property 
owner also applied pressure.

Here is a good example of someone 
being in the lion’s jaws before they 
even knew what hit them. Clearly, 
they didn’t have the cash to deal 
with this environmental liability, 
and a bankruptcy would result in 
them losing the property as well.

Once their fear had transformed 
into determination, Scrappy 
Cleaners set to the effort of getting 
themselves out of harm’s way. 
They knew that they had always 
purchased the required general 
liability insurance coverage to do 
business, but they had thrown away 
a lot of files and records during the 
winding down process. They hired 
our insurance archeology division 
who was able to find evidence of a 
few policies. Although their entire 

portfolio of insurance coverage 
couldn’t be identified, there was 
enough evidence to compel the 
insurance carrier to start paying for 
the environmental investigation 
work being demanded. Ultimately, 
the insurance carrier looked at 
their own records and identified 
additional policies that they had 
written, and enough coverage was 
identified that the entire onsite and 
offsite cleanup was funded per the 
regulatory agency demands.

Now, obviously, business owners 
would much rather be in the 
position of Happy Cleaners rather 
than Scrappy Cleaners if possible. 
These were two examples, 
however, that demonstrate that 
whether you start out in complete 
control and systematically walk 
through evaluating and managing 
your environmental liability, or you 
are quickly forced into dealing with 
them; fear doesn’t have to be the 
driving emotion. Call someone who 
has been through this before to get 
perspective, become determined, 
and put these issues behind you 
because they aren’t going away. 
Also, find yourself a qualified 
environmental consultant who 
knows your business concerns, 
as well as your technical needs. 
Remember, they work for you and 
you are in charge.

Connect with EnviroForensics 
at enviroforensics.com/
contact, or contact John Neu, 
EnviroForensics Account 
Executive, at (414) 745-4226, 
jneu@enviroforensics.com .
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Messe Frankfurt, a leading trade show production company, has 
purchased the Clean Show from the Clean Executive Committee. 
The Clean Executive Committee is comprised of executive direc-
tors and CEOs from the show’s five sponsoring associations:

- Drycleaning & Laundry Institute (DLI)
- The Association for Linen, Uniform and Facility Services (TRSA)
- Coin Laundry Association (CLA)
- Association for Linen Management (ALM)
- Textile Care Allied Trades Association (TCATA)
- As a part of the acquisition, the five associations will maintain 
   their close involvement and Messe Frankfurt aims to continue 
   the Clean Show success story in the future. 

Riddle and Associates, led by trade show management veteran, 
John Riddle, has managed the Clean Show for decades and will 
manage Clean 2019 on behalf of Messe Frankfurt.

Clean 2017 attracted more than 11,000 trade visitors and 481 
exhibitors to Las Vegas in 2017.Trade Show Executive magazine 
recently awarded The Clean Show with its Fastest 50 Award in 
all three of its major categories: net square feet of paid exhibit 
space, number of exhibiting companies, and number of attend-
ees. 

The first show produced by Messe Frankfurt will be held in New 
Orleans, June 20-23, 2019. Future events are planned for Atlanta 
and Orlando in 2021 and 2023 respectively. 

Joseph Ricci, Clean 2019 Chairman of the Clean Executive Com-
mittee and President of TRSA, said, “Thanks to its expertise in 
organizing events for the textile-care sector and its leading in-

ternational position, we see Messe Frankfurt as being the right 
partner to ensure the continued development of the Clean Show 
and to position it optimally for the future.” 

Looking Ahead Messe Frankfurt will bring new technologies 
and a wealth of experience in managing trade shows to produc-
tion aspects of the Clean Show. 

DLI will continue to sponsor and promote The Clean Show going 
forward and will continue to present educational seminars at fu-
ture shows. DLI will also continue to staff its sponsor booth and 
host social gatherings including DLI’s Membership Reception. 
DLI will be represented on The Clean Show’s advisory council to 
offer guidance and input into the future.

Exhibitors and attendees will continue to enjoy all their favor-
ite aspects of The Clean Show that they’ve always valued: live 
“working” exhibits supported by the traditional package plan; 
expanded educational sessions along with the best production 
values in the trade show industry.
 
In an environment of record valuations for trade shows, the op-
portunity to sell the show now puts DLI in a position to maximize 
the value of its long-time ownership stake in Clean – while lever-
aging the sale terms that maintain DLI’s role in the show includ-
ing its sponsor booth, educational sessions, and signature social 
gatherings.

The financial security resulting from the sale will enable DLI to 
continue serving members for many years to come and accel-
erate the pursuit of DLI’s mission to help member dry cleaners 
succeed.

Clean Show Sale Benefits DLI Members

Attorney Don Gallo

44 Years of Working 
with WFI



 


Waukesha
262.409.2283
dgallo@axley.com

 Î Construction
 Î Environmental

LAW@AXLEY.COM • AXLEY.COM



No two businesses 
are alike,
their insurance coverage 
shouldn’t be either.
Every business is different. That’s why we listen carefully to your unique needs and 
partner with a vast network of local agents to provide you with tailored coverage to protect 
your business. For more than 100 years, we’ve helped all types of businesses thrive. 
With coverages like commercial auto, workers compensation, and business owner’s 
policy (BOP), we can help do the same for you. Contact Matt Cruise at Robertson Ryan 
& Associates, 800-258-0277, or visit libertymutualgroup.com/business to learn about 
the coverages we can offer your business.

Liberty Mutual is proud to sponsor the Wisconsin Fabricare Institute.

© 2017 Liberty Mutual Insurance. Insurance underwritten by Liberty Mutual Insurance Co., Boston, MA, or its affiliates or subsidiaries.
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Why should you attend the Clean Show?
To learn about the latest products, trends and strategies that will help you

improve your business’s bottom line. The Clean Show is the main event for the 
laundering, dry cleaning and textile services industry.

www.cleanshow.com/cleanshow2019/Public/Enter.aspx#

Live Demonstration
Education
Networking



adjective 
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PFAS – A Group of Emerging Contaminants is Resulting in 
Increased Regulation and Significant Court Settlements
By: Donald P. Gallo & Sean W. Frye , Axley Brynelson, LLP 
Fluorosurfactants, which are also commonly known by their ab-
breviated name of PFAS (for perfluoroalkyl substances), have been 
around for many years now, since as early as the 1930s for some 
compounds, yet the potentially harmful effects of these substanc-
es have only begun to come to light in more recent years. The 
term PFAS generally refers to a whole class of per- and poly-fluo-
rinated alkyl substances that includes chemical compounds such 
as perfluorooctane sulfonate (PFOS) and perfluorooctanic acid 
(PFOA, also known as C-8). These compounds are non-naturally 
occurring in the environment and are created when fluorine at-
oms replace the hydrogen atoms that are normally attached to 
the carbon portion of hydrocarbon molecules. Because of their 
chemical structure, the fluorine atoms in these compounds cre-
ate materials that are more effective then at lowering the surface 
tension of water than other comparable hydrocarbon surfactants. 
Their chemical structure also is responsible for creating more sta-
ble materials, which are a better fit for harsh conditions than hy-
drocarbon surfactants because of the stability of the carbon–flu-
orine bond. Their chemical properties make PFAS great for a wide 
variety of useful products, but their stability and strength are also 
the reason that these chemicals are persistent organic pollutants 
and are now detected in a high percentage of humans and wild-
life in the food web.

Because of their beneficial properties, PFAS are used in a wide 
variety of products. PFOS, for example, was the primary ingredi-
ent used to make Scotchguard, a product that was developed by 
3M Company and that, because it was a durable water and stain 
repellent that, when applied to fabrics, furniture, and carpets, 
provided great protection for those products. PFOS and PFOA 
were used together to make aqueous film forming foam (AFFF), 
a component of fire-fighting foams, and alcohol-type concentrate 
foams, that were commonly used by fire departments throughout 
the country and by military agencies within the U.S. Department 
of Defense. Use of PFAS in the application of fire-fighting foams to 
fight fires is one of the most common sources of PFAS emissions 
into the environment, as the chemical would often run off into 
nearby sewer systems or surface waters. Specifically, PFAS have 
been used in many Class B firefighting foams, food packaging, 
and cleaning products. They have also been used by industries 
such as electroplating, tanneries, furniture and clothing manufac-
turing where waterproofing or protective films are required.

PFAS are also used in waxes, polishes, paints, varnishes, and clean-
ing products for general use; in metal surfaces and metal plating; 
in semi-conductors; and in hydraulic fluids used for commercial 
aviation; and also in carpeting, upholstery, apparel, floor wax, tex-
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tiles, sealants, and cookware, including even microwave popcorn 
bags, candy wrappers, and pizza box liners. Another commonly 
known product in which PFAS are used in the manufacturing pro-
cess is Teflon, the non-stick coating applied to cookware such as 
pans, which was developed by DuPont and is now manufactured 
by Chemours, a company spun off from DuPont. Specifically, the 
PFOA has been used as a component chemical in the emulsion 
polymerization of Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), which is the 
polymer component of the brand Teflon. The two main markets 
for PFOA by dollar value are for their use in stain repe lents, fol-
lowed by their annual market for use in polishes, paints, and coat-
ings.

Unfortunately, the same properties that make PFAS useful in a 
variety of products are also the same properties that make them 
harmful in the environment. The stability of the fluorine-based 
compounds has led to their persistence in the environment; many 
PFAS are stable chemicals, and thus break down very slowly in the 
environment. In addition, they are also highly soluble and thus 
easily move from soil into groundwater or surface water. There-
fore, PFAS are emerging contaminants that are known to impact 
most environmental media, including groundwater, surface 
water, soil, and sediment. PFAS are bio-accumulative, meaning 
that an organism absorbs a substance at a rate faster than that 
at which the substance can be lost by catabolism and/or excre-
tion. PFAS are also coming into increased clarity for their toxicity, 
as they continue to be studied in a variety of scientific research. 
They are believed to be carcinogenic, and studies have conclud-
ed that there is likely an association between PFOA exposure and 
six health outcomes: kidney cancer, testicular cancer, ulcerative 
colitis, thyroid disease, hypercholesterolemia (high cholesterol), 
and pregnancy-induced hypertension. Other studies are attempt-
ing to determine their connection to and possible causation of 
a variety of other diseases, including breast cancer, chronic kid-
ney disease, anemia, diabetes, and compromised immune system 
function. PFAS also seem to impair fertility and are strongly linked 
to causing developmental disorders.

There is also widespread occurrence in the blood of the gener-
al population, and PFOA have been detected in the blood of an 
est mated 98% of the United States population at varying levels 
(measured in parts per billion). Wildlife are also affected, and PFAS 
have been detected in a variety of wildlife, from as species small 
as zooplankton, algae, and mussels in the Great Lakes, and a wide 
variety of fish and bird species, to larger mammals such as dol-
phins, seals, bears, and minks, all at significantly high concentra-
tions. Even polar bears have shown relatively high exposure levels. 

CONTINUED...



1 EMERGING CONTAMINANTS FACT SHEET – PFOS and PFOA. EPA 505-F-14-001, March 2014. https://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPDF.cgi/P100LTG6.PDF?Dockey=P100LTG6.PDF
2 https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2016-06/documents/drinkingwaterhealthadvisories_pfoa_pfos_updated_5.31.16.pdf
3 In 2009, the EPA placed PFOA and PFOS on its Third Contaminant Candidate List for possible regulation under the Safe Drinking Water Act, 42 U.S.C. § 300g 1(b)(1)(B)(i). 74 Fed. Reg. 51850 (October 8, 2009).
4 https://treaties.un.org/Pages/ViewDetails.aspx?src=IND&mtdsg_no=XXVII-15&chapter=27&clang=_en

Therefore, these chemicals have become part of the food web, and 
this contributes to their ingestion and bioaccumulation in those 
species higher in the food web structure, particularly humans. 

Yet, the Environmental Protection Agency has not added these 
chemicals to its list of PBT (persistent, bioaccumulative and tox-
ic) substances, a list which includes such destructive chemicals as: 
Mercury, Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), Dioxins, organo-lead 
compounds, and certain pesticides, among others. However, 
PFOA and PFOS were listed by the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) as an emerging contaminant in 2014, in what seems 
to be a first step to additional regulation in the future. According 
to an EPA document describing

PFAS as emerging contaminants, “An “emerging contaminant” is a 
chemical or material that is characterized by a perceived, poten-
tial, or real threat to human health or the environment or by a lack 
of published health standards. A contaminant may also be “emerg-
ing” because a new source or a new pathway to humans has been 
discovered or a new detection method or treatment technology 
has been developed (DOD 2011)1.”  The PFAS emerging contami-
nant fact sheet further states that “The toxicity, mobility and bio-
accumulation potential of PFOS and PFOA pose potential adverse 
effects for the environment and human health.” The EPA has set a 
lifetime health advisory (LTHA) level (below which no harm is ex-
pected) for PFOA and PFOS in drinking water at 70 parts per tril-
lion (ppt), equivalent to one second in about 453 years, a very low 
threshold indeed.

Therefore, despite the lack of federal regulation at this point, the 
EPA seems to be taking steps to further review PFAS, increasing the 
potential for future regulation. The EPA hosted a National Leader-
ship Summit in May, 2018 regarding the impacts and continued 
research of PFAS. According to the EPA, it has also conducted the 
following additional activities related to PFAS: established meth-
ods to measure 14 PFAS compounds in drinking water; provided 
national monitoring data for 6 PFAS in drinking water; identified 
all PFAS chemicals that are legally available for production and 
use; and identified five treatment processes for PFOA and PFOS.

In 2016, the EPA issued a fact sheet for “PFOA & PFOS Drinking Wa-
ter Health Advisories2,” which stated that “EPA has not established 
national primary drinking water regulations for PFOA and PFOS. 
EPA is evaluating PFOA and PFOS as drinking water contaminants 
in accordance with the process required by the Safe Drinking Wa-
ter Act (SDWA)3 o regulate a contaminant under SDWA, EPA must 
find that it: (1) may have adverse health effects; (2) occurs fre-
quently (or there is a substantial likelihood that it occurs frequent-
ly) at levels of public health concern; and (3) there is a meaningful 
opportunity for health risk reduction for people served by public 
water systems.” As of now, however, the EPA’s health advisories are 
strictly non-enforceable and non-regulatory, and their purpose is 
only to provide technical information to states agencies and oth-
er public health officials on health effects, analytical methodolo-
gies, and treatment technologies associated with drinking water 
contamination. Therefore, the advisory did not establish national 
primary drinking water regulations for PFOA and PFOS, but rather 
put it on the radar for states to be aware and to fund or support 
further research related to this issue.

Internationally, production and use of PFOS became restricted for 
Stockholm Convention countries within the United Nations (UN), 

when it was added to the list of Persistent Organic Pollutants by 
the Fourth Conference of Parties, May 2009, at the Stockholm 
Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants. The Stockholm 
Convention is an international environmental treaty signed by 
181 countries, including the United States (although it was nev-
er ratified by the U.S., as it was by most other countries which 
signed the treaty) and the European Union in 2001 and became 
effective from May 2004, that aims to eliminate or restrict the 
production and use of persistent organic pollutants (POPs)4. It is 
part of the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP). As 
part of the screening process for new chemicals to be added to 
the Stockholm Convention, the committee studies and reviews 
possible contaminants for persistence, bioaccumulation, poten-
tial for long-range environmental transport (LRET), and toxicity. 

Some states have also begun to take action regarding the regu-
lation of PFOA and PFOS. The state of Michigan has established 
the Michigan PFAS Action Response Team (MPART), the purpose 
of which is “to ensure a comprehensive, cohesive and timely re-
sponse to the continued mitigation of PFAS across Michigan5.”  
The MPART recently released a report on December 7th, 2018, 
entitled “The Scientific Evidence and Recommendations for 
Managing PFAS Contamination in Michigan,” which outlines the 
status of Michigan PFAS issues and the ongoing state efforts to 
understand the scope of PFAS as a threat to public health, and 
it provides 17 recommendations for consideration by the State 
of Michigan regarding how to proceed with PFAS in the future. 
Michigan has been particularly hit by contamination from PFAS, 
as it has worked to address 34 sites of known PFAS groundwater 
and surface water contamination across the state. Therefore, the 
report recommends such measures as identifying drinking water 
supplies with high PFAS levels, identifying treatment measures 
for highly contaminated supplies, adopting one of the advisory 
values for drinking water standards that have been developed 
by various agencies based upon either toxicological outcome, 
epidemiological findings, or, preferably, developing a new set 
of values based on weight of evidence and convergence of toxi-
cological and epidemiological data. The study also recommends 
evaluating all possible remedial approaches, the use of filters 
where well water has been contaminated with PFAS, and con-
ducting additional laboratory-scale and pilot-scale studies for 
implementation of treatment technologies to remediate landfill 
leachate and wastewater effluent contaminated with PFAS.

These compounds were also added to California’s Proposition 65 
List of chemical contaminants. This list contains a wide range of 
naturally occurring and synthetic chemicals that are known to 
cause cancer or birth defects or other reproductive harm to the 
State of California. PFOA and PFOS were both added to Califor-
nia’s Proposition 65 list on November 10, 2017, for their harmful 
developmental impacts6. Other states have thus far refrained 
from setting any specific limitation for PFAS generally or specific 
PFAS compounds, as they may be waiting for the EPA to imple-
ment some regulatory standard. Still other states have taken oth-
er regulatory measures regarding PFAS. 

Most of the manufacturing of PFAS compounds has now been 
relocated outside of the United States, particularly to China. 
However, in some of the states in which manufacturing of PFAS 
has been historically located, litigation has arisen from past en-
vironmental contamination that has resulted in substantial set-
tlement awards.
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DLI Sets Dates for Its 2019 Dry Cleaning Courses
The 2019 course schedule released by the Dry cleaning and 
Laundry Institute will have spring, summer and fall sessions of 
its signature dry cleaning courses plus an extra session of its in-
troductory course.

The standard 15-day General Dry cleaning Course consists of 
two sections: a one-week introductory course and a two-week 
advanced course. The two sections can be taken separately but 
they are scheduled back to back so students can, if they choose, 
take the full set in one three-week period.

Starting dates for the three-week sessions will be Feb. 25, July 
15 and October 28. The introductory course is designed to help 
industry newcomers or those with less than one year of pro-
duction experience learn about a variety of topics ranging from 
sorting dry cleaning loads and cleaning theory and dry cleaning 
machine operation to stain removal procedures and  using ten-
sioning equipment to improve finishing quality. Stain removal 
and pressing procedures for coats, pants and skirts are also cov-
ered.

The advanced course is for individuals who have completed the 
introductory course or have hands-on production experience 
and knowledge of basic stain removal and finishing techniques. 
This course delves more deeply into fiber characteristics and 
identification, fabric construction, use of bleaches, wetcleaning 
wool, silk and other fabrics, distillation, and maintenance and 
troubleshooting dry cleaning machine problems.

Other topics range from current regulations facing the industry 
to customers service techniques handling wedding gowns and 
the differences between the various types of dry cleaning sol-
vents.

When the full three-week cycle is taken together, the cost per 
students is less than taking them separately. The tuition for the 
full three-week set is $1,995 each for members or $1,695 each 
for two or more from the same member company; non-mem-
bers pay $2,895 each.

The introductory course when taken alone costs  $1,195 for DLI 
members or $1,095 each for two or more from the same mem-
ber company. Non-members pay $1,595 each.

The cost of the advanced course is $1,695 for DLI members or 
$1,495 each for two or more from the same member company. 
Non-members must $2,195 each.

The tuition covers classroom instruction, lunch, notebooks and 
other materials. Students must cover other expenses such as 
breakfast, dinner lodging expenses and travel. 

Scholarships are available for DLI members located in the Unit-
ed States and Canada. A stand-alone session of the introductory 
course will be offered August 19-23. Courses are held at DLI’s 
School of Dry cleaning Technology located in Laurel, MD, just  
outside of Washington D.C. and Baltimore. Class hours are from 
9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday.

For those unable to travel, DLI offers self-study courses on sev-
eral topics, including stain removal techniques, finishing proce-
dures in drycleaning, drycleaning and the environment and 
wetcleaning.

For information on any of the DLI offerings as well as the availability of 
scholarships and questions about making travel and lodging plans, call 
(800) 638-2627 or visit DLI‘s website, www.dlionline.org/education.

www.dlionline.org/education



Tuesday, June 11, 2019
11:00 am - 6:00 pm

River Club of Mequon
Mequon, WI

Cost: $135 (includes 18 holes with cart, 
lunch, sleeve of commemorative golf balls, 
special hole events, refreshments, prizes, dinner, 
and MORE!)

11:00 am Registration & Putting Contest Qualifying

11:30 am Lunch on the Sundeck

12:30 am Shotgun Start - Everyone to your carts!
 
5:00 pm Cocktails & Putting Contest with $200 in cash prizes sponsored by: 
  Robertson, Ryan & Associates - Agents Matt & Tim Cruise

6:00 pm Dinner, more cocktails & prizes, prizes, prizes!

Company Name       Contact Person

Card Number

Exp. Date 3-Digit Security Code (found on back of card)

City/State/Zip
Address

Send to:  WFI - 11801 W Silver Spring Dr. Suite 200 - Milwaukee, WI 53225
Fax: (414) 464-0850   Phone: (414) 488-1692   Email: mike@wamllc.net

Address        City/State/Zip

Phone Number       E-Mail

Dinner Only ($50) - NAMES

Golfers ($135) - NAMES:

Yes, I want to sponsor this event!
I will be a $150 hole sponsor I will donate a raffle prize(s) 

WE ACCEPT CHECKS MADE PAYABLE TO WFI OR CHARGES TO DISCOVER, MASTERCARD, OR VISA ONLY. 

REGISTRATION FORM:

Schedule:
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ALL ABOUT THE NUMBERS: Drive Your Finances Before They Drive You
By: Mike Nesbit - January 4, 2019

Planning and budgeting are the keys to success, that is true for any business.  It doesn’t matter whether or not you are a small, one 
storefront operation or a million-dollar, multi-store company.

THE PLAN
Before you can begin developing your plan, you first must know where you are going. Otherwise, you may develop a great plan and 
be disappointed in the results because you did not achieve what you expected.

Your plan should be:
- Strategic and Measurable. It makes no sense having an element of the plan that cannot be assessed. If you can’t measure it how 
will you know if it is being achieved?

- Communicated with everyone in your organization. You cannot hope to succeed by doing it all yourself. How can others help you 
achieve your goals if they have no idea what you are trying to achieve?  You need your staff to understand the plan and, if possible, 
have key staff members help develop the plan.  It is a lot easier to work toward something if you understand it and believe in it. You 
need your staff to buy into and believe in the plan as well.

- Reviewed with your organization routinely. Your staff needs to know the results on a regular basis.  If you are asking them to help 
you achieve something, they need feedback. How are they doing? Where are they falling short? Where are they excelling? The more 
feedback the better.  It will also give you a greater understanding of where your business is so there are no surprises.

- It is much easier to get your staff to reach the goals if there is a reward. The incentives do not have to be extravagant but they 
should be fair.  If you are giving your staff bonuses, then your company should be improving financially.  If you are giving out incen-
tives and not improving financially, then your incentive program needs to be re-evaluated.

Plan Development
Your plan and budget should be developed prior to the beginning of each new fiscal year. It should include the following standards 
established for your organization:

- Quality Standards
- Efficiency Standards (including pressing and tagging speed)
- Customer Service Standards
- Wage and Salary Standards
- Overtime Standards

There is no right or wrong answer when determining standards.  It depends on the level of work you want to present to your cus-
tomers.

For example:
You can produce far more shirts if you will accept less than superior quality. Or, your counter staff can wait on far more customers if 
they do not engage with them.

In these examples you can clearly see how your standards effect and drive your budgeting.  The most important part is whatever 
standards you develop, you need to consistently produce them at that level.
 
Think of the McDonald’s (low end) or Morton’s (high end) restaurant chains; there are two very different standards, but you know 
exactly how your hamburger or steak is going to taste, whether you are in San Francisco, California, or Topeka, Kansas.

CONTINUED...
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Budgeting to Support Your Plan

Start by determining your acceptable annual return.  Then figure your projected sales and finally, estimated expenses; the largest 
of which is labor.

Sales Budget – Develop a weekly sales plan based on historical sales information. Historical sales are a good place to start and 
should be a good barometer of future sales as long as there have not been significant changes.  Significant changes such as local 
market changes or changes to your competition will impact sales either negatively or positively depending on the change. Factor 
this into your sales budget.  There should be a separate sales plan for every location and/or route.

There are several ways you can try to increase sales to achieve the annual return you desire:

- Review demographics to determine the potential for any expansion.
- Can you increase sales with new products or services?
- Implement a marketing plan.
- Determine if, when, and how much to increase prices.
- Develop an incentive plan for sales.
Once you have developed a sales plan, communicate the plan to the management team.  The plan should include all 52 weeks of 
the year.

Monitor the sales and piece counts and focus on under performing aspects quickly.  Develop special procedures for new customers 
and a plan for customers at risk.  If you have a customer retention program, make sure it is being implemented properly.

Expense Budget – All your costs need to have a detailed budget, backed by supporting rationale.  These expenses would include:

- Rent
- Supplies
- Utilities
- Transportation
- Marketing
- Customer service/claims
- Repair and Maintenance
- Insurance
- Labor

Labor Budget – This significant expense demands special attention when determining your budget. Consider the following key 
performance indicators to determine a more accurate labor expense:
- Efficiency Standards. This number is represented by the POH (pieces produced per operator hour).
- Average Wage per Hour.
- Revenue per Piece. An average number should be calculated for all pieces coming in. There should also be additional breakouts of 
   just the drycleaning pieces and just the laundry pieces.
- Bonus Payments.

Your labor costs should include any benefit support costs such as medical benefit contribution, payroll taxes, vacation or sick days, 
and training programs.  These costs could contribute up to 30% of direct labor costs.

When creating a budget for labor, you need to include the following categories (if appropriate to your operation) and determine 
what those category costs are as a percentage of total sales:

- Dryclean Labor (% of drycleaning sales paid toward drycleaning labor)
- Laundry Labor (% of laundry sales paid toward laundry labor )
- Alternation Labor (% of alteration sales paid toward alteration labor)
- Counter Labor (% of total sales paid toward counter labor)
- Route Labor (% of route sales paid toward route labor)
- Household/Other Labor (% of the household and other item sales paid toward the labor)
- All salaried and office personnel (% of total sales paid toward salaried and office personnel)

Formulas
Revenue per piece — How much money, on average, does each piece cleaned generate? To calculate the average revenue per piece, 
divide the total revenue by the number of pieces cleaned.  It is important to use data from the same time period. This means, if you 
are using revenue figures collected over a full year, you must use the number of pieces cleaned over the same year for accurate cal-
culations. Or, if you are using revenue figures for just one week, the number of pieces cleaned must be from the same week.

CONTINUED...
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This formula can be used to calculate information for the entire operation or for specific departments such as laundry or drycleaning.

Cost Per Piece — How much does it cost to produce each piece? To calculate the average cost per piece, divide the total expense 
amount by the number of pieces cleaned.  Again, it is important to use data from the same time period.
 
This formula can be used to calculate information for the entire operation or for specific departments such as laundry or drycleaning.

Payroll Percentage — The payroll percentage will tell what percentage of your revenue is going towards wages. As with most 
calculations, the payroll percentage can also be broken out by individual departments.  To calculate the payroll percentage of a de-
partment, divide the revenue generated for the week in that department by the wages paid for the same week in that department.
Three components ultimately affect the payroll percentage:
- Speed of production
- Cost of labor
- Revenue Per Piece

POH/Pieces per operator hour — Pieces per operator hour is not the same as the number of pieces produced per hour.  POH con-
siders the number of pieces produced per hour and divides that figure by the number of people required to produce the pieces. 
For instance, a single shirt presser may press 54 shirts per hour (pieces per hour) but you may also have two additional people such 
as the touch up person and the person that washes the shirts contributing to the process for a total of three people required to 
produce those 54 shirts.

How Often Do You Review the Numbers?

Sales should be reviewed weekly along with revenue per piece and total pieces.  Examine your labor costs every other week. Each 
of the parameters—efficiency, quality, overtime, wages—that make up your labor cost should be evaluated.

Financials should be evaluated monthly and plan every six months so adjustments can be made if necessary.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Mike Nesbit is President/CEO of EDIT TX LLC DBA Tide Dry Cleaners and currently serves as Chair of DLI’s Board of Directors. He is also past president of MW 
Cleaners, a Men’s Wearhouse/Joseph A. Bank Company, past president of the Southwest Drycleaners Association, and a founding member of Tuchman 
Training Systems management group. He can be reached at mnesbit@tdc-edittx.com.
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For board, staff & member information, to view 
the  calendar of events, and to see the various 

services we provide
Visit us at www.wiscleaners.com

Would YOU like to advertise in Impressions?
Contact Wisconsin Fabricare Institute: 

11801 W. Silver Spring Drive, Suite 200
Milwaukee, WI 53225

Phone: (414) 488-1692
Fax: (414) 464-0850

www.wiscleaners.com

New
Training
Options

DLI’s Fibers & Fabric and 
Wetcleaning Self Study 
Courses are
available online.

Study at your own pace 
and receive a certificate 
upon passing the exam.

Call 800-638-2627 or 
check it out at
DLIonline.org/Education



  

Please Support Our WFI Allied Trades

∙ Adco/R.R. Streets
∙ Axley Brynelson
∙ Cornerstone Processing Solutions
∙ Don’s Modern Rug Laundry - A Division of 
  Don’s Leather Cleaning, Inc.
∙ EZ Products International Inc.
∙ EnviroForensics, Inc.
∙ E. Weinberg Supply and Equipment
∙ Foster-Stephens, Inc.
∙ Friebert, Finerty & St. John, S.C.
∙ Harris Pillow Supply, Inc.
∙ Herb Fitzgerald Company
∙ KPRG & Associates, Inc.

∙ Leather-Rich, Inc. 
∙ Liberty Mutual Insurance
∙ LKH, Inc.
∙ Minnesota Chemical Company
∙ Pariser
∙ Pecard Chemical Comany, Inc.
∙ Ramboll Environ
∙ Robertson Ryan & Associates
∙ Sankosha USA, Inc.
∙ Tri-Supply Company
∙ Thuemling Industrial Products
∙ Wausau Chemical Corporation

WISCONSIN FABRICARE INSTITUTE, INC.
11801 W. Silver Spring Dr., Suite 200
Milwaukee, WI 53225


